The Romanian Designer Carmen Emanuela Popa about today's situation of humanity
This phenomenon comes as a reversal of an already infected glove. The society at global level has long
been infested with behavioral pathologies, and the balance fluctuates unfairly between transmitters and
receivers. This crisis comes against the backdrop of acute abuse of economic agents on the bio-rhythm and
the eco-system of the planet but also of the man against the others.
Today we are trying to keep valid information that is rolling fast with regard to medical, economic,
humanitarian statistics. Unfortunately, humanity was suffering intensely because of many overwhelming
problems which have only in this moments come to the surface. Now we are forced to look through the
virtual windows the old and present horrors, the martyrdom whose dimension is not specific to us to absorb
it in our conscious. For this reason, for self-protection, we must be cautious in receiving the information
avalanche without discernment. Let's try to detach and evaluate the state of being, in order to be prepared
not only with medical medication but also with a morally budgeted one, to cope with the abuse of freedom,
after we have come out of the under / over-sized "camps" of present history.
One of the most important aspects of human evolution is education.
This isolation, whether metaphorically or not "puts in the shelter", creates a breath for many social
categories overloaded, thus becoming disadvantaged in terms of physical and / or intellectual effort but is
also an objective reflector for the homeless, assists socially, the elderly with low incomes, people with
various forms of disability, etc. The phenomenon of isolation is preventing, at least for the moment,
uncontrolled actions in the form of physical or emotional harassment, whether it was their presence in

multinational companies and not only, in educational institutions, public spaces, etc. The number of these
victims became alarming, even though the cases were incognito. Here is an opportunity for reflection, for
awareness and for continuing the fight to eradicate manipulations of any kind.
On the other hand, also on the background of this type of behavioral scourge, the phenomenon of instability
of the conjugal habitus appeared, thus the domestic violence acquires increased proportions and manifests
itself simultaneously with the external "oppressions", as if the latter were not enough. It is still the woman
who "consumes" so much harm. But those who "attack" must know that there will come a day when this
freedom that they now assume in a boorish way will no longer exist and the punishments will be harsh even
at the level of verbalization of the intent of a violent nature. There are already dozens of Non-governmental
organizations defending women's rights worldwide, and implementing drastic sanctions is only a matter of
time. International projects such as UNESCO's Academy of Young Women. The Fight Against
Xenophobia, Extremism and Aggression, in which I participated in 2017 through a manifesto of antiviolence and a guide to inter-human communication with the means of visual art, promises to ensure an
extended visibility of the phenomena that grossly violate the fundamental human rights. .
Today, the lacuna aspects of a romanian people who struggled from the inside to keep up with the european
manifestations, especially in the multi-cultural field, are revealed. Artists, in general, have made
unimaginable efforts to be able to have the decent means to display their artistic expression. Now we see
the precariousness of this underprivileged human sector, which should also be privileged from the point of
view of remuneration because the artist bring the metaphor in our world. If theater, for the most part, music,
are areas where promotion and material means are more available, but there is also a great need for logistical
contributions, in the sphere of fine and decorative arts things are not the same. I would propose the
establishment of a Radio / TV Arts in Romania, a national institution to support by methods of payroll and
fixed funds attributed to the materials necessary for performing the artistic act and besides these essential
things a good and fair information of the society on the importance of culture and the benefits of art in the
life of the contemporary man.
Not only does art give you "wings", this ineffable sensation, but it takes you even closer to the
transcendental.
Undoubted ways of relaxation of the spirit and refined joy that occurs in a natural way. Why in our travels
do we approach the delightful context of museums?
In a beneficial sense of isolation, the distance makes us recognize ourselves as individual beings with
unexploited graces and enthusiastic cognition of own discoveries.
"A new world is now emerging from observation. And how beautiful, how promising is the world of
thought, compared to the world of stones [...] It is something unusual with us, we are twice singled out,
once through the circumstances and the society around which we were formed, another time by what we
knew or wanted us to take from them .. ”(p.92, Stories about human being, Constantin Noica, Humanitas
Ed., 2009).

These days we learn what hygiene means that can achieve maximum valence, physical hygiene but we also
need mental, emotional hygiene of the information transmitted. We must learn that we cannot enter the
house, ours and the soul of the other person anyway. We need to be well hygienic if we do not even wear
an "informational suit" to protect, for example, the loved one, but also everyone else.

As for the provisional return of the world in favor of the introspections of an ego mutilated by existentialism
and subsistence, by social roles, by false aesthetic exhibitions, by routine and materialism, it should be
taken as a gift in the most objective context possible, self-isolation in the favor of saving life but also of
preventing spiritual death.
"Being the time-consuming utensil itself, Pub represents, no matter how exaggerated, the domestic dodge
in the face of death in a world where life has nothing heroic in it." (p.205, chap. Why are we bored?
Continents of Insomnia, Gabriel Liiceanu, Humanitas Ed., 2017).
My latest project, CHANGES [worldlove] launched in early 2020, talks about how humanity is fighting
today "with teeth" for life and how people were fighting tacitly, often arming themselves with pseudoaggressiveness, in an era that became increasingly hostile in terms of inter-social relations. Now we have
this chance to change things and change ourselves. Humanity needs this swich and the scenarios in fugitive
lines are two: either we will reach the darkest of them, namely in Robinson Crusoe's urban habitat and the
second, much more optimistic, in which we will enjoy ethic "cleanliness" and justice, balancing social
hierarchies, reducing the surplus of luxury. The current crisis is a confirmation that the pseudo-beneficial
economic and social manipulation has gone too far and the gourmet tendencies have failed to reach a goal
under the effect of the soap balloon. If we understand all these overloads improper for the fragility of the
human being, we will also understand what we will have to do to rebuild and look into the eyes of our
fellow man with confidence, love and a form of respect similar to that of a universal healer.
And regardless of the gaps, maybe even larger than today, in which our history will throw us, we must not
lose our sense of living.
About Carmen Emanuela Popa
Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa is a PhD student at the National University of Arts, Bucharest,
in the field of Visual Arts. She has had numerous participation in international exhibitions and projects with
topics that debate the existential issues of the human being and is known as an "anti-system" artist who
advocates for peace and for multidisciplinary intercultural dialogue in the context of contemporary arts and
design.
His works have been the subject of projects in partnership with important institutions such as the National
Commission of Romania for UNESCO, Alumnus Club for UNESCO, the Romanian Cultural Institute, the
National Village Museum, the National History Museum of Romania, the City Hall of Bucharest through
the Youth Center, the Administration of the National Cultural Fund (AFCN), UNESCO France, City Hall
of the 1st Arrondissement Paris, also enjoyed media representations in: Huffington Post, RFI, Adevărul,
TVR, Burda International, British Vogue, China Daily, etc.

Radio Deea, L. Simionescu
https://radiodeea.ro/artista-carmen-emanuela-popa-despre-situatia-de-astazi-a-umanitatii37861.html?fbclid=IwAR18vCcvsTGv_0YtdFvYq2QU3PpNhuacxx3CK9-QI4DXmygXTnJaUFsX7oU

Future Folk. Costume Royal - Romanian Costume Exhibition in Paris
Photo Gallery and Interview
by Vasile Damian, Radio France International | Voices of the World

At the City Hall of the 1 st arrondisment in Paris is presented, until October 10, 2019, the exhibition "Future
Folk. Costume Royal" by artist Carmen Emanuela Popa. A total of about 30 dresses are presented. of a
wider project of interpretation of the traditional costume of different cultures, associated with contemporary
design. After being presented at the Palace of the Parliament of Bucharest, at the Dimitrie Gusti Village
Museum, then in Beijing at the Romanian Cultural Institute, in China, the concept reached Paris where the
dresses presented combine Romanian folk costumes with 18th century French royal costume.
In an interview with RFI, Carmen Emanuela Popa explains for the first time how she chose this
"flamboyant" title for her exhibition. An exhibition, a better project, initiated by the Alumnus Club for
UNESCO and interpreting the Romanian folk costume.
"The concept of Futur Folk which I imagined to be a plunge into the past, from the traditional clothing
object in urban areas," explains the artist. “Once in Paris, it was clear that he must have artistic and stylistic
links with France. Knowing that I will be exhibiting at the Mairie du 1 er, located right next to the Louvre
Museum - a former royal palace - I immediately had the idea of the title Futur Folk. Royal Costume.

I exploited the line of the 18th century French royal costume a lot, but at the same time I introduced this
royalty to the urban area and these costumes either have parallel stripes in the sportswear area or different
accessories - clips, elastics, etc. - used by those who deal with this industry and a special element, the
Romanian handkerchief, brought in this context of royalty. I chose the handkerchief because I started with
the idea of a royal crown, the most representative element in this regard ”.
At the end of the interview she gave us, artist Carmen Emanuela Popa said that “for her, Paris is like a
second home. I would like to live here to make real art in Paris ".
RFI France
https://www.rfi.ro/special-paris-114783-future-folk-costume-royal-expozitie-romaneasca-de-costume-laparis-galerie-foto

Opening of the Futur Folk. Costume Royal Exhibition
On Wednesday October 2, the opening of the exhibition "Futur Folk. Costume royal" took place in the
presence of H.E. Ambassador Véronique Roger-Lacan at the Town Hall of the 1 st arrondissement of Paris
This project is initiated by Alumnus Club for UNESCO - Romania, in collaboration with the artist Carmen
Emanuela Popa, project carried out with the support of the National Commissions for UNESCO of France

and Romania, the European Federation of Associations and Clubs for UNESCO and for the Municipalities
of Paris and Bucharest.
The concept of the exhibition refers to the extension of the original concept of future folk to an international
dimension by interpreting the traditional costume of different cultures with contemporary design.
In her intervention, HE Ambassador Véronique Roger-Lacan first congratulated the Romanian organizers
and the artist for this very beautiful exhibition, organized in partnership with the French National
Commission for UNESCO (CNFU) and which was presented previously in Romania and then in China.
The exhibition is part of the France-Romania Year, which coincides with the centenary of the birth of
modern Romania.
HE Ambassador Véronique Roger-Lacan then underlined the beauty of the costumes on display which
succeed in reconciling tradition, folklore and modernity at the same time, and whose style is inspired by
different cultures, in particular the French royal costume of the 18th century. . This artistic partnership
between France and Romania is part of a series of activities carried out jointly between the two National
Commissions during this 2018-2019 biennium. We can, for example, mention the UNESCO summer school
on good practices in sustainable development, the UNESCO Academy of Young Women for the fight
against intolerance and freedom of expression, or the “HeRe-Heritage Revivals” program. on the exchange
of good practices in the protection of endangered heritage.
This event, which invites you to discover an artistic concept inspired by different cultures, fits perfectly
into the messages of UNESCO's action and makes it possible to make visible the work of women creators.
The exhibition includes a total of 30 works of conceptual fashion signed by Romanian designer Carmen
Emanuela Popa and is organized at the Town Hall of the 1st arrondissement of Paris, 4 place du Louvre,
from October 2 to 10, 2019.

Permanent Delegation of France to UNESCO
https://unesco.delegfrance.org/Vernissage-de-l-exposition-Futur-Folk-Costume-royal

Romanian Embassy in France
https://web.facebook.com/RouricheenFrance/posts/1107297436143406?_rdc=1&_rdr

FUTUR FOLK. COSTUME ROYAL EXHIBITION from October 2 to 10, 2019
at the Town Hall of the 1st Arrondissement of Paris
The French National Commission for UNESCO is joining forces with the Romanian National Commission
for UNESCO, the European Federation of Associations and Clubs for UNESCO, the municipalities of Paris
and Bucharest to present a project initiated by Alumnus Club for UNESCO - Romania: the FUTUR FOLK
exhibition. ROYAL COSTUME.
The exhibition will include a total of 30 conceptual fashion works by Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela
Popa and will be organized at the Town Hall of Paris 1er Arrondissement, 4 Place du Louvre, from October
2 to 10, 2019.
This project is initiated by Alumnus Club for UNESCO - Romania, in collaboration with the artist Carmen
Emanuela Popa, project carried out with the support of the National Commissions for UNESCO of France
and Romania, the European Federation of Associations and Clubs for UNESCO and for the Municipalities
of Paris and Bucharest.
With a scaffold-like composition scheme, the artist combines art and geometry and creates new forms of
representation of non-figurative concepts.
The concept of the Futur Folk project. Costume Royal refers to the extension of the original concept of
future folk to an international dimension by interpreting the traditional costume of different cultures with
contemporary design.
The “future folk” concept was previously exhibited in Romania at the Palace of the Parliament, at the
National Village Museum, in Genpact Bucharest, in Ploiesti, in Slobozia and abroad at the Romanian
Cultural Institute - Soho Galaxy in Beijing as well as in at NIO Company in Hefei - China.
The current concept is for a selection inspired by 18th century French royal costume, in a stylistic tandem
with the graphic symbolism found in Romanian folk costumes. Taffeta and increased volumes will reward
this piece of French history, which here remains an inexhaustible source of inspiration for contemporary
design. The dynamic rhetoric of sportswear will enrich the look in a neo-romantic style.
The visual tandem proposed by designer Carmen Emanuela Popa by homogenizing the two worlds, France
and Romania, is a stylistic explosion using new techniques of contemporary art, the juxtaposition of
symbolic elements of apparently antithetical cultures, from the original line of popular costume and placed
on visual support.

Sanda Miller, Journalist and Fashion Critic, London, says:
“Borrowing this amount of cultural history is no small task for Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa.
But the message is important and, hopefully, far reaching; we need a wind of change in the fashion world
which looks for itself and which must come exactly from sources such as folklore and places other than the
world of pan-western European fashion. "

Carmen Emanuela Popa graduated from the Faculty of Decorative Arts and Design of the National
University of Arts in Bucharest, with a Masters in Fashion and Costume Strategies / UNAB. She is currently
a doctoral student at the same university in the field of Visual Arts in the Fashion department.

Cooperation with UNESCO is based on common principles of theoretical approach to social problems and
in particular of women in the context of modernity.
His works have appeared in publications such as British VOGUE, Tatler UK, Huffington Post,
ParismodesTV, ITAR-TASS Agency and in specialist press in Russia, Ukraine, Greece, China and
Romania.

The French National Commission for UNESCO
https://unesco.delegfrance.org/EXPOSITION-FUTUR-FOLK-COSTUME-ROYAL

The Romanian Cultural Institute Paris
https://web.facebook.com/institutroumainparis

Futur Folk. Costume royal – Carmen Emanuela POPA
L’ OFFICIEL des Spectacles | PARIS
A project initiated by Alumnus Club for UNESCO - Romania, in collaboration with the artist Carmen
Emanuela Popa, project carried out with the support of the National Commissions for UNESCO of France
and Romania, of the European Federation of Associations and Clubs for UNESCO and the Municipalities
of Paris and Bucharest.
The exhibition will include a total of 30 works of conceptual fashion signed by the Romanian designer and
will be organized at the Town Hall of the 1st Arrondissement of Paris, 4 Place du Louvre, from October 2
to 10, 2019. Opening on October 2 at 3 p.m.
The project offers an urban woman in perfect communion between the past and the present, touched by all
the evolving aspects of humanity.
Future Folk. Costume Royal refers to the extension of the original concept of future folk to an international
dimension by interpreting the traditional costume of different cultures with contemporary design.
The current concept proposed by designer Carmen Emanuela Popa concerns a selection inspired by the 18th
century French royal costume, in a stylistic tandem with the graphic symbolism found in Romanian folk
costumes. The dynamic rhetoric of sportswear will enrich the look with a neo-baroque style.
https://www.offi.fr/expositions-musees/mairie-du-1er-arrondissement-2652/futur-folk-costume-royalcarmen-emanuela-popa-1600842.html

The Romanian Designer Carmen Emanuela Popa exhibits at NIO Company, China

CHINA Meets ROMANIA is an international project that progressively develops the FUTURE FOLK
project launched in 2018 at the initiative of the Alumnus Club Organization for UNESCO. Collaboration
with designer Carmen Emanuela Popa has made this project look for specific valences of emerging
contemporary art. From tradition to modernity and urban look, the project places the folk costume in a new
context of the Romanian and transnational immaterial heritage.
China meets Romania by exploring new inspirational areas, a tandem between East and West. Thus the
project migrates to a new international stage, which the Romanian designer reveals with force and courage
of innovation.
After the first exhibition in China at the Gallery of the Romanian Cultural Institute in Beijing, in the Galaxy
Soho building designed by Zaha Hadid, the exhibition finds a fascinating visual environment during the era
of technology at the headquarters of the Electronic Machine Manufacture Company, NIO in Hefei, Anhui.
The China Meets Romania - Fashion Art Object exhibition integrates itself into a state-of-the-art high-tech
field, proving its belonging to the mix of tradition and innovation. Material from the sportswear sphere
meets the Chinese Hanfu line, 2D painting techniques replace the motifs sewn manually, once on the
popular costume.
It is an important exposure, especially since NIO announced on August 31, 2018 the launch of a limited
collection of clothes with the famous designer Hussein Chalayan - MBE. The collection was later presented
at Shanghai Fashion Week on October 12, 2018.
The exhibition, benefiting from a large audience, artists, press people and personalities of some cultural
institutions in China, included a video installation projected on two large screens, visually shaping the future
folk character with its origins but and enthusiasm for a new era of expansion in art and technology.
"In her collection, Popa uses dance, her vibe and humor to make her point: so we see ballerinas on points
dressed in diaphanous white outfits decorated with the most delicate floral and vegetal embroidery but the
lovely garments are not following the architecture of the body ; on the contrary they seem to have a will of
their own and we see the models of sporting sleeves that are longer than their arms, bodices that appear
resistant to being pulled down properly to fit the shape of the torso; in a nutshell rules are broken and what
we see is funny!.. We found the same mischievous sense of humor at Yssey Miyake who in 1999 launched
A POK, whereby he introduced a new ethical approach to making clothes, using computer technology
combined with old fashioned knitting techniques. " - Sanda Miller, Journalist and Fashion Critic, London
A series of talks were supported by the President of the Alumnus Club for UNESCO - Mrs. Daniela
Popescu, Project Manager - Mrs. Rodica Precupeţu, the media representative of the Times Art Gallery Exhibition Partner, NIO Company Director - Mr. Luo Weifang and designer Carmen Emanuela Popa.
Exhibition OPEN | April 11 - June 20, 2019 at the Gallery of the Romanian Cultural Institute in Beijing,
Galaxy Soho, Section A, 10125-27 and Hefei, Anhui Province, April 14 - 15, at NIO Company
Headquarters.
https://www.icr.ro/beijing/expozitia-china-meets-romania-future-folk
https://www.nio.com/de_DE

The Belt and Road Initiative Allows Chinese Simbols to Meet Romania

China Daily April 15 | 2019, Reporter Pan Yiqiao
The country of Romania is far away and familiar to the Chinese. It is located in the northeastern part of the
Balkan Peninsula in Europe. It dates back to the 1970s. Many Chinese audiences are old to Romania. The
films are familiar. Recently, the China Meets Romania fashion exhibition was successfully held at the
Romanian Cultural Institute in Beijing. The Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa merged two
different cultures into her works by using the representative elements and symbols of Chinese and
Romanian culture.

Carmen Emanuela Popa first came to China to participate in the event, but she already knows Hanfu very
well. In her own design, she reinterpreted the fabrics of Chinese Hanfu, using the unique fabrics of
Romanian folk costumes and the elements of Chinese style to design the expressive Romanian fashion,
which is very popular in the local area.

This year marks the 70th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.
As the third country in the world to establish diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China,
China-Romania relations can be regarded as a model for seeking common ground while reserving
differences, mutual respect and friendly cooperation in state relations. In 2015, the two sides signed the
Memorandum of Understanding on Promoting the Construction of the Belt and Road within the framework
of the Joint Economic Committee of the two countries. Romania became the first country to sign similar
documents with China.

Dr. Daniela Popescu, the President of Alumnus Club for UNESCO Organisation, said that he hopes that
under the “One Belt, One Road” initiative in China, there will be more opportunities for exchange activities,
including not only cultural exchanges, but also tourism and education. She believes that cultural education
plays a vital role in cultivating the younger generation. Only through more exchanges can young people
from both countries have more opportunities to understand each other and build a future for China and
Romania to prosper together.

Editor Liu Shidong

To take this amount of cultural history on board is no small task for
Romanian designer CARMEN EMANUELA POPA

By Sanda Miller - Critic and Fashion Journalist, London

The international project created at the initiative of Alumnus Club for UNESCO, launched in 2018 which
involved Romanian fashion designer Carmen Emanuela Popa placed centre stage folkore. This makes the
project unusual because fashion design and folklore do not, as a rule, make good bed fellows, and when
they do collaborate it is on a very tangential basis. The reason? folklore tends to be considered the domain
of anthropology and ethnography, rather than haute couture.
In 2007, a seminal, but unfortunately largely ignored book entitled: The Worldwide History of Dress, by
Patricia Rieff Anawalt was published by Thames and Hudson. Apart from its breathtaking scholarship, its
author’s aims and objectives were to write a ‘history of non-Western clothing’ because, as she confessed,
‘a lifelong fascination with the world myriad array of traditional societies’ (Preface). Starting from the
Paleolithic, the book takes us on a voyage of discovery through to our times, covering every corner of the

world, China included, with its six thousand years of civilization, starting with the Paleolithic through to
the Cultural Revolution. And here Rieff Anawalt makes the important point that ‘of all great revolutions
of world history, that of the Chinese has unquestionably been one of the most far reaching. It had to be
because in China – as nowhere else – society, government and the economy were enmeshed and integrated
into a single system that constituted the most unchanging society on earth’ (p.175).
To take this amount of cultural history on board is no small task, but Carmen Emanuela Popa raises to the
challenge for one simple reason: she chooses to address current issues and concerns, such as ecology, and
the world of fashion continues, sadly, to be one of the worst offenders, by returning to the roots of how
people dress rather than concerns with ‘the latest must have’!
“ In this collection I used the metaphor to convey my message for union of the two cultures through
symbols, chromaticity and aesthetic sensitivity. I also made the junction between the fabrics specific to the
Romanian and Chinese folk costumes. So I created a Hanfu of natural white tissue with relieves matlases
in the same color, elements that remind of the cycling suit, graphic motifs similar to those of some protective
surfaces. The selected motifs from the two traditions, the most representative, from Chinese peony to
Moldavian rose, from dragons, cherry blossoms to geometric motifs found on Romanian costumes, were
made by painting with free brushes and two-dimensional appearance effect, directly on impermeable
surfaces, neoprene or natural textures such as wool or cotton velvet. ” – Designer says
In her collection Popa uses dance, joie de vivre and humour to make her point: thus we see ballerinas on
points dressed in diaphanous white outfits decorated with the most delicate floral and vegetal embroidery
but the lovely garments are not following the architecture of the body; on the contrary they appear to have
a will of their own and we see the models sporting sleeves that are longer than their arms, bodices that
appear resistant to being pulled down properly to fit the shape of the torso; in a nutshell rules are broken
and what we see is funny!
We find the same mischievous sense of humour in Yssey Miyake who in 1999 launched A POK, whereby
he introduce a new ethical approach to making clothes. by using computer technology combined with old
fashioned knitting techniques, Miyake created free-sized garments which could be rolled up into a tube
from which the wearer could cut the clothes to fit their bodies or desire.
More recently New York based male fashion company Duckie Brown funded in 2001 by Steven Cox and
Daniel Silver are championing unusual fabrics, tailored in unusual ways which result in oversized garments
hanging which cover, rather than reveal, the body and Popa’s own clothes with oversized sleeves and ill
fitting bodices are reminiscent of how Duckie Brown see the world in terms of clothes.
In the selection of outfits presented, we see side by side the delicate floral motifs reminiscent of classical
Chinese textiles as well as the traditional Romanian embroidery found it women’s blouses (iia) made
famous by Henri Matisse’s painting: The Romanian Blouse he painted in 1940.
The models do not assume the cat like steps we are accustomed to see on the runway; they are (or seem to
be) dancing, and leaping and generally enthusiastic, but the message is important and hopefully farreaching; we need a wind of change in the self seeking fashion world and that must come exactly from such
sources as folklore and places other than the Pan Western European fashion world.

https://www.carmenemanuelapopa.com/news.php?n=3&pag=1

Designer Carmen Emanuela Popa at the "George Enescu" International Competition
2018
Between the 1st and the 23rd of September, the 16th edition of the "George Enescu" International
Competition, the biggest international classical music competition, took place in Bucharest and take part of
the "George Enescu" Festival.
Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa participated in this event with a series of clothing for the event's
presenter. As always in his creations, the artist approached an avant-garde interpretation of works wich take
part of the Future Folk collection, a project initiated by Alumnus Club for UNESCO. The project aims to
revitalize the intangible cultural heritage and proposes a folkloric inspirational leitmotif in the area of the
traditional Romanian costume and also of the minority who live in Romania.
The Future Folk project is dedicated to the Centenary of the Great Union and is a cultural entity for 2018 the European Year of Cultural Heritage, the slogan of which fully reflects, in this case, the interpretation of
the folk costume - Our Heritage: Where the Past Meets the Future.
The scene of the Romanian Athenaeum was embellished by the artist's creations, which, as ever, are militant
for a humanistic cause. This time Carmen Emanuela Popa wants through a "union" of the man of the village
with that of the urban, in an ascending trajectory to the future generations to consolidate a desiderate whose
principle of definition is Peace, in all its manifestations, as a a cultural binder for dialogue and creativity
exposure, but also a permanent state of social communion between different ethnic, religious and
habitational orientations, etc.
Future Folk is a project that demonstrates that when creativity combines with emotion and sincerity, with
the attachment to the values of a nation, an inestimable past through cultural uniqueness, the results can
have a positive impact loaded by joy in the soul of today's man.
The artist Carmen Emanuela Popa wishes to take this concept further, developing new interpretational
directions of original style and techniques to a selectively visual area, namely the migration of the fashion
object to the contemporary art object.

FROM TRADITION TO AVANT-GARDE

FUTURE FOLK - an initiative that brings up the traditional costume
Harper’s BAZAAR | Romania
The Future Folk project is an initiative of the Alumnus Club UNESCO in Bucharest, co-funded by the
National Cultural Fund Administration (AFCN), the Youth Center of Bucharest and the National
Commission of Romania for UNESCO.
It also gives great support to the project of the Parliamentary Group of National Minorities in the Chamber
of Deputies; Romanian Cultural Institute; National Village Museum Dimitrie Gusti; Greek Union of
Romania; The Russian Lipovan Community in Romania; European Federation of Associations, Centers
and Clubs for UNESCO; Romanian Television, Other Minorities Section; Jewish State Theater; Odeon
Theater; Burda Press Group.
Future Folk aims to contribute to the revitalization and promotion of the immaterial cultural heritage of
Romania, putting into value the contemporary essentials - the traditional costume. Not only the Romanian
costume, but also the traditional costumes specific to the national minorities, perhaps less well-known, but
equally valuable.
The theme and message of the project perfectly correspond to the slogan of the European Year of Cultural
Heritage 2018 - "Our Patrimony: Where the Past Meets the Future". How can today's young people get
these values out of everyday use, how can we keep this inheritance for future generations? There are two
questions that try to answer the associations and institutions involved in the Future Folk project.
Carmen Emanuela Popa, PhD in Design at the National University of Arts in Bucharest, is the creator of
the original cultural product proposed by Future Folk - an avant-garde collection of fashion design inspired
by traditional costumes, a collection that will be launched at the Palace of Parliament on June 20th, and
then takes the form of an itinerant exhibition at the Village Museum in Bucharest, Ploiesti and Tulcea.
Attention to the symbolism and philosophy behind each object, Carmen Emanuela Popa wants to launch
through her creation an invitation to communication, dialogue and understanding between people. It is
actually the message of the whole project.
The launching event on June 20th will take place under the High Patronage of the Chamber of Deputies,
benefiting from the support of all members of the National Minority Parliamentary Group. It will be opened
by actress Maia Morgenstern with a poetry recital, after which the initiator and partners will talk about
Future Folk, the designer Carmen Emanuela Popa will present her drawings and the collection of fashion
design created especially for this project, and finally will be presented the catalog exhibition and a short
presentation film on the concept on which the whole project is based.

https://www.harpersbazaar.ro/p-future-folk-costumul-traditional/

Carmen Emanuela Popa, the unforgettable designer from Future Folk
COSMOPOLITAN | Romania
The European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018 brings to the fore a unique project of the Alumnus Club
UNESCO Association in Bucharest: Future Folk about I told you in a previous material, which you can
find here: "FUTURE FOLK" at the beginning - an initiative that brings up to date values and symbols of
the traditional costume. In an attempt to highlight the stylistic and symbolic power of the traditional
costume, Future Folk proposes an original cultural product, an avant-garde collection of clothing design
inspired by traditional costumes, a collection that will be launched at the Palace of Parliament in June, and
then take shape a traveling exhibition at the Village Museum in Bucharest, in Ploieşti and Tulcea.
The author of the collection, Carmen Emanuela Popa is a PhD student in design at the National University
of Arts in Bucharest and known in the big cities of international fashion through her work - manifesto. His
creations are translated into stories, feelings, attitudes, like monuments that rise in people's souls.

Concerned with the symbolism and philosophy behind each object, each motive of inspiration, Carmen
Emanuela Popa launches through her creations an artistic invitation for communication and understanding
between people.
"Creativity is the most important thing… It gives you wings and lets you talk in a metaphorical way about
all your feelings." (Http://www.carmenemanuelapopa.com)

The unforgettable designer
Carmen Emanuela Popa has become an unforgettable designer for many critics abroad. Huffingtonpost
journalists have taken on the most memorable collections from Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Russia - a

show that can be watched this year from 13 to 17 October 2018 - one of them being the collection of
Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa:
"The spring-summer 2014 collection of designer Carmen Emanuela Popa brought to life a futuristic dream
like no other: lace, quilting, exposed leather and a few feathers that bring some delicate accents to a serious
collection with tight tunics and long skirts. (…) An unforgettable look: a model that embodies a bride with
her head covered in a capsule, but with a lot of charm. Even if the clothing is reminiscent of a piece of
protection, it remains feminine, wondering who it is, where it goes and what it does? ” More details can be
found in the Huffingtonpost article.
The appreciations continued, especially the Parisians loving the conceptual fashion of the designer Carmen
Emanuela Popa.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=pBol85VgeaA

FUTURE FOLK collection

A stylistic osmosis between the clothing specific to the Romanian popular identity and the national
minorities in Romania, on the one hand, and the contemporary clothing object, on the other hand, the Future
Folk collection of designer Carmen Emanuela Popa is characterized as a distinct entity, with a strong visual
impact , by chromatic reduction, stylization but also diminution or augmentation of forms, by antithetical
junctions of elements such as: floral, geometric motifs, etc., which will only be suggested, using painting
and painting techniques, printing, collage.

The collection will highlight graphic elements found in folk costumes in parallel with stylized plant-inspired
structures, converging in different cases to an abstraction of shapes. The chromatic accents are strong, from
full tones of arnica red and burgundy to shades of lime stone, to deep black, all on an original white base.

More details about the collection can be found here: "FUTURE FOLK" at the beginning - an initiative that
brings up to date values and symbols of the traditional costume.

https://www.cosmopolitan.ro/fashion/carmen-emanuela-popa-designerul-de-neuitat-de-la-future-folk

https://infoglitz.com/romaniaeng/carmen-emanuela-popa-the-unforgettable-designer-of-future-folk%E2%80%A2-cosmopolitan-ro/

Designer Carmen Emanuela Popa Visual Arts Partner UNESCO’S
Academy of Young Women 2017
The Romanian National Commission for UNESCO, in partnership with Visual Artist and Designer
Carmen Emanuela Popa, presents the official video of UNESCO's Academy of Young Women.
Conveying the essence of the Academy through Art, please join us in reflecting on the key messages of
the programme.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyWAFnllpMs&t=375s
The event hosted by Romanian Cultural Institute, Bucharest, was attended by representatives of
UNESCO, the Romanian Cultural Institute, the Diplomatic Corps accredited in Bucharest, ministers,
cultural personalities:

Ani Matei, general secretary of the National Commission of Romania for UNESCO, Liliana Ţuroiu,
president of the Romanian Cultural Institute, Monica Gheorghiţă, State Secretary in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, H.S. Michèle Ramis, Ambassador of the French Republic to Romania, Maria-Ekaterini
Papachristopoulou-Tzitzikosta, President of the National Commission of the Hellenic Republic for
UNESCO, Monaliza Cîrstea, Secretary General - National Agency for Equal Opportunities for Women
and Men of the Ministry of Labor and Social Justice, Daniela Popescu, Project Coordinator of the
National Commission of Romania for UNESCO and Carmen Emanuela Popa Designer and Visual Partner
of International Project Academy of Young Women 2017.
Speech held by Carmen Emanuela Popa in the official opening of the Academy of Young Women 2017,
at Romanian Cultural Institute, Bucharest:
“Man is not a laptop to open and delete what you want from him or save in him everything you like.
The Academy of Young Women brings to the forefront the 20-year-old woman, the woman who will
build the future of this world, that will bring forth children and who will give her soul to anyone who will
need it. Humanity has forgotten its overwhelming sensitivity, but has taken advantage of it, in order to
manifest its aggressiveness.
She is Maria, Elena, Silvia, Jeni, Laura, Manuela, Oana, Nicole.. She is.. or is no longer, among us,
because someone, at a time of paroxysmal infatuation, has cut off his right to life.
In other words, man is a totally and completely identical beign, that has a world and, if it will please, will
invite you to know it, and you have to behave exactly like when you go for the first time in another
country, to find out what its edifices are and to study its cultural landmarks, what is traditional in its soul
and can offer you full-time.
Also, the few banning signs, which are otherwise generally valid in any context of our visits to the inner
or outer worlds of our fellowmen. Do not throw the gum on the floor, or worse, drive a truck, and to enter
with him in all his values, and especially in his ideals. For at that moment terror is born, a short word that
has the power to demolish everything that has built his family, himself, with all his sacrifices.
For this reason, it is very important to whom we bring in our team and in what spiritual surroundings we
drink aromatic tea in the morning light.
At 6 o'clock in the morning, the man of this strident urban, alienates his luggage with poems and wears an
identity gown of frivolity. His camouflaged soul, as long as he remains out of sight, must be defended.
Those who fight against aggression, and, I dare say, we who are here tonight, struggling ideologically and
firmly, are actually struggling to defend the human soul, its innocence, but also for his right, which turns
into a duty, that of being happy.
What is happiness in this case? It's the chance to walk through Paradise like at home.
If I walked a day through Paradise
I would go back to Magheru Boulevard
with soles filled with phosphorescent
wounds from so much light ..
Here's what a human being looks like, plunging into this paradisiacal environment that he received
instead of aggression ... Love.“
https://vimeo.com/211664856

56 Route- Exhibition at Romanian Cultural Institute, Bucharest

According to a press release issued by AGERPRES, the official opening of the event, attended by
representatives of UNESCO, the Romanian Cultural Institute, the Diplomatic Corps accredited in
Bucharest, ministers, and personalities of the cultural world, will take place on Wednesday, August 23, at
18.45 at the Romanian Cultural Institute headquarters.
The event will include, from 19,30, the opening of the exhibition 56 ROUTE # anti-violence by the artist
Carmen Emanuela Popa.
The event is part of UNESCO's Project of the Academy of Young Women, proposed by the National
Commission of Romania for UNESCO in August 2016 in Paris and declared eligible for implementation
in Romania in 2017.
The Pilot Edition of the UNESCO Academy of Young Women, to be held from 24 to 28 August at the
Royal Hotel, will focus on three important training sessions: the desire to contribute to the establishment of
an understanding based society and solidarity, a society of non-violence, dialogue, cooperation and peace.
Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa, through the concept of the 56 Route Collection, sets a visual
trajectory with a strong anti-violence message within the UNESCO's International Academy of Young
Women Project. The fight against xenophobia, extremism and aggression.
56 Route is a feminist manifestation of the woman in modernity, who faces aggression under the most
diverse forms, intolerance and violation of emotional intimacy.
The man of this early millennium needs, more than ever, a physical, psychological and emotional pseudoguide. Its direct or indirect relationships are becoming more and more difficult, and they are intended for
probability.
Turning to the right is the urge of a society whose Paradise, in its only known / unknown form, remains just
an imaginary landscape. People can not live irreversibly guided by conventional signs, they will feel the
need for an emotional guidance device, an affective GPS, they will taste the metaphor as the rarest form of
nutrition, will make extra efforts to tonify the emotion, and to assume the contemplation of absolute beauty,
which, in its discursive rhetoric, consists of some of the inconvenience and the Poems of a pacifist essence
of this world.
At the same exhibition event, Much Red, a Graphics collection of 10 works, signed by Carmen Emanuela
Popa, will be donated by the artist to the National Commission of Romania for UNESCO.
The exhibition can be seen until 8 September 2017 in the Great Hall of the Romanian Cultural Institute,
Bucharest, Aleea Alexandru 38.
https://www.agerpres.ro/cultura/2017/08/21/icr-gazduieste-deschiderea-oficiala-a-academiei-unesco-atinerelor-femei-2017-14-58-17
https://www.marieclaire.ro/lansarea-academiei-unesco-a-tinerelor-femei/
https://www.cariereonline.ro/actual/eveniment-important-la-institutul-cultural-roman-deschidereaoficiala-academiei-unesco

Artist Carmen Emanuela Popa, at the pilot edition of the
UNESCO Academy of Young Women: "Today's woman must
have the right to choose"

INTERVIEW | Adevarul NEWS, Romania
http://adevarul.ro/cultura/arte/artista-carmen-emanuela-popa-editia-pilot-academiei-unesco-tinerilorfemei-femeia-zilelor-trebuie-dreptul-punct-vedere-dreptul-alege1_599ac6c45ab6550cb82f2665/index.html
https://www.antena.ro/articole/artista-carmen-emanuela-popa-la-editia-pilot-a-academiei-unesco-atinerelor-femei-femeia-zilelor-noastre-trebuie-sa-aiba-dreptul-la-un-punct-de-vedere-si-dreptul-de-aalege_7j2k

IUAV University of Venice | Fashion Design

IUAV University of Venice follows the criteria for implementing the tradition of Italian art history
in fashion design in complementarity with the latest fashion trends in contemporary fashion. The
actual creation of a clothing and conceptual outfit is based on an artistic and personal expression.
The project initiated within the IUAV is an ample work one that took place throughout the
traineeship period, going through various stages and in accordance with the value of the concept,
from thematic research, making samples, painting of selected fabrics, experimenting with contexts
and working techniques, until the fabrication of the clothing, construction and deconstruction of
the component elements, experimental manipulations with the thematic specificity of the doctoral
work From the dressing object to the contemporary art, when the piece of clothing loses its
usefulness and acquires an aesthetic value accompanied by by an artistic message.
Participations in IUAV courses were extremely useful and penetrating, especially as the methods
of propagation of the concept of creation are extremely free and refer to the emotion, affectivity
and unconditional freedom the artist must have when creating.
The notion of Art is thoroughly defined and refers in particular to a type of creative energy that
must be allowed to manifest without obstacles.

The world has always been in constant change. It is important for our creative evolution to get in
touch with the environments in which the creative phenomenon is valued and promoted as one of
the human virtues that makes the spirit of this world discover in the three fundamental values:
truth, good and beautiful.
Show Me Your Heart Project
The concept of the project is an allegory to the contemporary society that increasingly loses its
emotional valences, the valences that define the human being, and draws its attention more and
more to the dawn of an excessively technological era.
The project brings to light, from the aesthetic landmarks of the Italian Renaissance, a character
that remains touched by the richness of the nature of things - rerum nature, thus preserving the
visual context of Venice, the color of a sky paint, fine material and natural silk full in contrast to
graphic elements made in the quilting technique, which carries the object created today in a
dynamic sportswear, using strong artistic elements made with unconventional materials […]

Recommendation Letter

As full professor and director of the BA Program in fashion design at IUAV University of Venice
I’d like to introduce Carmen Emanuela Popa, I mentored in her period in Italy, March – July 2018.
While at IUAV, Carmen work with commitment to develop her doctoral project and complete her
trainee program. She is sensitive and attentive person and worked hard to understand and dialogue
with environment different from her own, pushing herself out of her confort zone and experiencing
both with new techniques and ideas.
Her project has shaped around elaboration with the themes already predominant in her work, such
as the use of certains materials and elaborations of surfaces, silhouettes and volumes, the mixing
of references to human physiognomy and present and past fashion.
The strongest features of her work are above all in the construction of the garments she designs,
with a particular attention to the procesing of the surfaces and the reflection of the volumes of the
silhouettes.
Carmen carried out her project with dedication and fun and it was a pleasure to work with her. I
truly recommended her without reservation. If you have any furthner question, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Prof. Maria Luisa Frisa, IUAV University, Venice
26 July 2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EoGqOHHC-A4&feature=youtu.be

Contemporary Design Exhibition at the Russian Center for Science
and Culture Bucharest

Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa will present on March 3, at the Russian Science and
Culture Centre in Bucharest, a series of conceptual fashion items that are part of prestigious
collections presented on international podiums at events such as the Mercedes Benz Fashion
Week Russia or the Athens Xclusive Designers Week. Items from the Woman N, Contemporary
Unknown Soldier collections or from the first collection signed Carmen Emanuela Popa, will be
accompanied by a number of original sketches from the designer.

“Likewise, a surprise element of the exhibition will visually mark the designer’s artisticsentimental link with Russian culture and art. The event will feature a piano and contemporary
dance moment, a homage paid to classical Russian ballet with contemporary undertones. The
exhibition is open on March 3-11.

Designer Carmen Emanuela Popa felt an attraction for the world around her from a very young
age, having a profound artistic vision on the way it should be represented, through water colour

drawings and then oil paintings. Her characters then put on a metaphorical coat that says
everything about the way she is impressed with life under all its forms, directly confessing, every
time, her way “of being.”

“Thank you for giving me this amazing opportunity to exhibit some of my inner world
transfigured into immediate realities, in such a generous space, through the kindness of Director
Natalia Muzhennikova. The works exhibited here are a form of directly displaying my
attachment to Russian art and culture,” the designer stated.

“Carmen Emanuela Popa recently militated for peace in Paris. The coat of the Contemporary
Unknown Soldier was worn again, this time on a real street podium, on International Peace Day,
on 21 September 2015. The designer was overwhelmed with emotion when she sang “vive la
paix” and it seemed like the voice of the contemporary unknown soldier was identical to that of
the one from the past, in essence the universal one,” the organizers show.

http://www.nineoclock.ro/contemporary-design-exhibition-at-russian-science-and-culture-centrein-bucharest/

http://www.news.ro/entertainment/expozitie-de-design-vestimentar-contemporan-la-centrul-rusde-stiinta-si-cultura-bucuresti-1922412227222016021115392697

http://www.sapteseri.ro/evenimente/eveniment/expozitie-de-design-contemporan

http://www.clasicradio.ro/expozitie-de-design-contemporan-carmen-emanuela-popa/

Social Body BD Collection
https://vimeo.com/154449928

Carmen Emanuela Popa
at Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Russia, Moscow
By Sanda Miller - Critic and Fashion Journalist, London

A narrow corridor whose claustrophobic walls evoke the lunatic asylum or the prison, instead of the
glamorous runway with which the public is accustomed to fashion shows; and instead of a succession of
equally glamorous models to present the collection, a solitary presence: a woman carrying a bundle in her
arms; maybe an infant, but we shall never know. Adding to the uncanny effect is the noise of an old
fashioned steam locomotive in the background, the most famous metaphor in the world to connote life as
a journey, in this instance, the journey of a young person holding an infant in her arms, running away
towards the unknown.
Comparison with Carmen Emanuela Popa’s work during the first decades of the new millennium brings
to the fore the dialectical nature of the trajectory followed by fashion and the way it moves forward whilst
incorporating previous developments and changes.
In this instance the similarity at visual level between the Japanese designers and Carmen Emanuela Popa
is obvious but not so the causes which informed their creation. The reason is that in the aftermath of the
Fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, which brought the Cold War to an end and replaced it with the fast
demographic changes which are at the bases of our way of life at present. Thus her new collection is not
so much to do with the aesthetics of wabi sabi (imperfection) celebrated by Yamamoto and the Japanese
designers, but it is about loneliness, dislocation and a peculiar savage beauty, as only Alexander McQueen
understood.
“ It is a moto suit that has been converted into two-piece jacket and midi skirt pieces, including the diverse
accessory, and migrated to its transfiguration in 18th century dresses from the royal court.
This stylistic interpretation of the exclusively feminine line was based on taffeta and natural silk, so it can
get an ecological dimension for this dynamic source of inspiration, like the golden silk dress, a very sensitive
sport outfit. The cuts were over or sub dimensioned and the patterns were mostly made for three different
types of texture, the original fabric, the sponge and the cotton on the inside. Matlases are made individually
on each piece, then assembled. All this induce the idea of camouflaging fragile parts of the body, but in
metaphorical sense it is also a camouflage of spirit in the face of adversity in many ways. “ - Carmen
Emanuela Popa

The collection consists mainly of black and white pencil skirts and corset- like tops which double as
bodices, pioneered in the 1990’s by Jean Paul Gaultier and Vivienne Westwood but the most powerful
element which dominates visually the collection is the headgear: each model wears a helmet which covers
(to a greater or lesser extent) the face, evoking the hijab or in some instances even approximating the
niqab, famously pioneered by Hussein Chalayan during the 1990’s. It is also Chalayan who – as a Turkish
Cypriot living and working in London - comes closest to Carmen Emanuela Popa’s own concerns with
alienation and rootlessness .
Thus in 1998 in the collection entitled Between Chalayan presented his models wearing black chadors: the
first wearing a full length chador and gradually becoming shorter with the following models until the last
model, seen naked only with a black veil covering her face.
But it was the 2000 collection entitled Afterwords which deals with the theme of rootlessness in a
profound way: in it we see a sparsely furnished white stage and then the models appear and pick up the
chairs and the central coffee table, transforming them into clothes; a powerful metaphor for having to flee
one’s land with nothing but the clothes on their back. We find the same ‘conceit’ informing Popa’s young
woman, baby in arms, carrying only a bag who is also fleeing!
The parallel can be also found in the monochromatic colour scheme: Popa chooses black and white
geometrically organised on the body although in one instance a red garment creates a splash of colour,
just for a moment and then we return to black and white. But the way they work it is neither monotonous
nor repetitious for the subtlety with which they change from example to example engage the eyes and the
mind. But ultimately this message is positive and energetic: these are the garments of the future!

Philosophy
A woman who goes to the future, sophisticated and dynamic, but always wears her love for each other
and the sacredness of human feelings. Variations of shadow, light wearing dramatic mission to emphasize
human condition and tranquility while cohabiting with shared deep feelings of others.
WOMAN N addresses a dynamic and sophisticated women who borrow the dress style of stylistic
solutions offered by inspirational context of excessive industrialization.
The concept of the collection is based on the contrast of two complementary worlds, one that propels the
woman in the future by appearance or dress, in the socio-cultural habitat, and second, a world of a past
that refers to deep feelings and the fundamental condition of woman being a mother.

Moscow, Russian Fashion Week
By PARISMode TV
No fewer than 70 labels have just presented their collections at the Mercedes Benz Fashion Week in
Moscow, Russia, with plenty of support from sponsors. With focus on shows from Goga Nikabadze,
Tatyana Parfionova, Carmen Emanuela Popa and Julia Nikolaeva.Twice a year, Moscow hosts Russian
Fashion Week. Conceived in the early 2000s, this Fashion Week, usually held in April and at the end
of October, has gained international recognition since 2011, when Mercedez Benz became the official
sponsor, followed by L'Oréal Professional and Ebay this season. The main events take place at the
Central Exhibition Hall where stands, exhibitions and conferences unfold throughout the week, not
forgetting the fashion shows. No less than 70 labels come to present their collection, from fullyfledged couturiers to emerging designers. For Spring / Summer 2014, four shows capture our
attention. Goga Nikabadze, a 28-year-old Georgian designer, allows romanticism to take on a new
dimension in his mixed collection. For Tatyana Parfionova, a genuine artist living in St. Petersburg,
her love of different art forms is felt all over the clothes on which paintings, pen strokes and abstract
drawings are present, creating a colorful and appealing wardrobe. Carmen Emanuela Popa's
collection combines several worlds across strong, very couture silhouettes into rigid materials,
reminiscent of Alexander McQueen's imaginings. As for Julia Nikolaeva, she highlights an urban, easyto-wear wardrobe that is always a success especially as the designer dares add a message every
season, fighting in her own way for more just democracy in her country.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=pBol85VgeaA

11 Unforgettable Past Russian Fashion Week Collections
By Vivien Moon, Fashion Journalist, Contributor Huffington Post
Carmen Emanuela Popa's Spring / Summer 2014 collection brought to life a futuristic dream unlike
any other. Lace, quilting, exposed skin and a few feathers for good measure added delicate accents to
the more serious collection full of tight bodices and floor length skirts. The limited yet rich color
palette alone was alluring yet was only intensified by the sleek choice of fabric. The sheen on the satin
reflected by the lights added another dimension to the garments if not creating a new texture in itself.
The futuristic collection lends itself to a dystopian future where women wear satin bonnets and carry
massive clutches as though they are babies. While some looks had drastic cutouts and transparent
skirts, others were the stark contrasts resembling a more conservative, almost Amish-esque
ensemble.
Most unforgettable look: An off-white, body-hugging structure with side cutouts and tulle skirt that
embodies a bridal Milla Jovovich in the Fifth Element sans the orange hair. Like the other looks, the
model's head is covered in a cast-like padded headpiece but a lot more glamorous. Even though the
garment is reminiscent of a protective sports piece, it's still feminine and makes one wonder who she
is, where she's going and what she's doing?

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/vivien-moon/11-unforgettable-russian_b_12493834.html
https://www.buzzfeed.com/tvivienmoon/11-unforgettable-past-russian-fashion-week-collect

A designer that combines art and fashion giving a humanitarian
meaning in trends
Fashion Reporter Maritazia Katsimigkou

She won at ATHENS XCLUSIVE DESIGNERS WEEK " THE BEST Catwalk Prize " SS 2013 |
Contemporary Unknown Soldier Collection and with her following presentation in MERCEDES
BENZ FASHION WEEK RUSSIA SS 2014 | WOMAN N Collection , makes the fashion world
to discover a new area in fashion field the Rumanian’s invasion in fashion.
And as at #Zymantas Luxury magazine we are interesting to discover new fashion destination let
introduce to You a new generation in Avant Garde , so lets learn more about Mrs. Carmen
Emanuela Popa throught an interview that gave us in a really friendly way.
Each participate in an international fashion event, you create the opportunity to have positive
results in future applications in large centers Fashion Weeks, Paris, London, Milan. In addition,
the fact that the art that I promote as a designer is seen by as many people, is the most important
thing. That little emotional spark that can unite with the divine in us. And last but not least, people
are interested to wear these outfits, they say it gives them strength, or words of a client of mine,
"your clothes give off so much sensitivity, but through this, and strength, is a paradox, I love it"
What is the source of your inspiration , from where you start every of your collection ?
It comes from "feeling". Report that the artist has with aesthetics is one intimate, he can rely on a
purely chromatic speech, on a plea of volumes and abstract forms, or just philosophical
assumptions. In all cases, the fullness feelings is overwhelming. If this happens, he has to show..
Who was your Idol in fashion world , you have any famous designer from the past that you
consider him as your mentor?
My real idols are in the painting art, Picasso, assertive attitude on their own beliefs about life,
Modigliani - piety characters, Rouault, expressionist touch to highlight the sensitivity, as in a cry.
Schiele, agony of body language, dance pure chromatic - Matisse. In the philosophy, Heidegger,
out to light the condition of the artist, " out in the open " of bravery. In poetry, Rilke, metaphor
effervescence. In music, Mozart, infinite possibilities of self expression. In fashion design, I love,
the art of McQueen, sense of freedom from Vivienne Westood, Junya Watanabe conceptual game,
grandeur dream at Thom Brawne..
You have new plans?
In the next period, will be the official opening of a Fashion Store in Bucharest, which will include
an extension of the brand, Couture clothing products - conceptual marked by catwalk collections,
an Fashion Gallery showcasing clothing items proposed for the season, and the Avant-Garde
clothing area.

And of course, the campaign will promote new products. They will find in the Store on Calea
Victoriei 122 Bucharest, and on-line > www.carmenemanuelapopa.com.
In which way , the fact that your head office ,your atelier is in Bucharest influence the way
of your work , the way of designing?( Your participations in special projects for the National
Museum of Romania)
Yes, I had many projects of contemporary art, which also included contemporary dance. They
were held in large spaces, important institutions in Bucharest, and I hope in the future to find
partners interested in such projects, contemporary art, contemporary fashion, maybe.. in my new
gallery.
How your participation in preparations of costumes for ballet performance influence you in
the way you design your collections, and what is your Muse (the type of woman ) that you
mainly addressed?
My sources of inspiration comes from the arts, and refers to the attitude that human character
manifested to the world, for this reason, my creations addresses a woman preoccupied with
existential answers, discover their virtues, and live in habitats, whose only wealth to be love for
the aesthetic soul and divinity.
Thanks you very much. And we will be in touch for your next collection!

http://nordicbalticfashion.blogspot.ro/2014/08/carmen-emanuela-popa-designer-that.html

Famous Romanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa will
demonstrate her new collection at Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week Russia
By Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Russia
Beauty, Love, Drama and Agony… The inspiration is hidden inside the canvas of the painting.
Every season a famous Rumanian designer Carmen Emanuela Popa keeps on creating the
extraordinary images filling them with her own philosophy. It is not just about attires. It is an art
that makes you catch a moment, feel and embrace the beauty.

Her first collection was made when Carmen was six years old (!). Inspired by dramatic works of
Picasso and Monet, adolescent designer clearly determined her mission. She should create the
clothes that will reflect her thoughts, view and feelings.

Graduated from the National Art University in Bucharest young Carmen faced difficulties in
achieving the goal. “Feeling like a soldier I’ve tried to start cooperate with all Rumanian tailor
shops, many of them refused me. But I really think that difficulties make person even stronger;
Failures gave way to a real triumph, that resulted in the creation of my own brand ”.

Military motive is the leading idea of Carmen’s collection. She takes the inspiration from the
soldier’s inner world who has just came from the war. His enduring attitude to the world, a slight
aloofness and mental disruption appeal a designer’s attention.

Carmen Emanuela Popa: “True love is a power that makes people change themselves. What does
inspire me? - The dramatic existent reality. It causes wars, starvation, poverty… Everybody is
making war day by day ”.

Spring-Summer Collection 2014 reveals a woman who succeeds in achieving the goals, without
trying to find easy ways out. She keeps the peace without losing the harmony.

http://mercedesbenzfashionweek.ru/en/news/carmen-emanuela-popa-na-mercedes-benz-fashionweek-russia

P
Fashion is equally a science, but also a gigantic beletristic work in which chemical, physical phenomen
meet, a whole suite of poems, satin waves and glitters like the water of a sea in the morning light. A coat
can make you happy because it is confusing with your own being at sight. Fashion is not only a theory
full of techniques and mathematics, it is a practice of how a piece of clothing sets in a imperial maner
on a man, transforming it for a few moments into a Prince of his inner kingdom.
Fashion can create clothes but can also create parallel universes visually. It can offer eccentric and
plausible, overwhelming and utopian variants, loaded with meanings and unique for tomorrow's man.
All the collections created so far have sought to bring into light an honest discourse of the human being,
talked about its drama, but also about the beauty that surrounds it every day, and which touches its
spiritual worlds. It's the emotion that makes us alive. A coat must come in completing this state and
create joy. The joy of seeing it and then of wearing it.
I love the materials their structure, their plenitude of finesse and the colors in thousands of tones. I like
playing with lines and volumes, experimenting with things that are revealing at that time, the birth of
surprising and unexpected combinations, the revelation of the metaphor.
Also, the stylistic context is extremely generous in terms of creative play. He brings you to the fields of
harmony and ultimately to the aspiration of perfection.
All these things are wonderful and make us more human and closer to our inner heavens. Closer to
contemplation and closer to each other. Carmen Emanuela Popa

The Contemporary Unknown Soldier collection was presented at Atens
Exclusive Designers Week, Greece and received the Best Catwalk award.
Pictures from the collection were published in British Vogue Magazine at
Designer Profile issue, and, also in Tatler UK.

Philosophy
Man is an anonymous and unique cry in the immaterial light of a Sunday. It's a name and a
resonance of his applause. He knows there was once a show in this world that made him happy.
He is a hoof of metaphors that he cannot stop, he raises them to the sky, throws them out of his
hands, but most of the time he offers them, in the form of morse signals, to those who invoke
sadness. He donates the same heart, the same walk and the same kiss, to you, the one waiting for,
as an irascible and fearful sea, with the silent arms of a giant, upon whose touch, he can know his
torment. He loves you, as always, as the beloved human being, sometimes proving you to like a
coat, and running away together in this world. He is the unknown soldier of our day, who likes the
eternity of anonymity and the red geraniums in the window of the country house, through which
he passed, transfigured, all seasons. He is incorporated with field plants, with green grains and
unnamed vermeillon flowers; with the river where he sinks his feet into the fine sand of childhood,
guarded by young acacias and soapy flowers. He is imagining peppermint landscapes in an unreal
landscape of the heavenly village, where children with breathing steaming, roaring fragile stems
of flowers, and disassembling the wheat spikes, murmuring a Mahler symphony… The world as
liberation and abandonment in a huge cage, from which it draws the invisible blood of becoming.

An Anti-System Artist
" When I saw the creations, signed Carmen Emanuela Popa, they reminded me of a novel I
read a while ago, The good soldier of Ford Madox Ford, a novel in which a heroine said a reply:
<< where are the bright, happy and innocent beings? .. they must exist .. we read about them
in books…>>
I believe that the artist has begun not only to look for them, as she herself confesses, << in
every passing on the street, in every man who can be ordinary, but who has a tear in his eye,
a grief in his soul, or a wing on his shoulder>>, but to identify their own characters.
I met the artist a few years ago, during a collective exhibition, which took place at the
National Museum of Romanian History. I noticed her since then ... and since then there has
been a sympathy, empathy, between us, based on the fact that, from the beginning I believed
in her star, I expressed it very clearly, and here I have had the flair.. the successes of the last
year in Moscow and Athens prove it. She, without wanting it, because of this life and artistic
belief, will be noticed. She is an anti-system artist, because, to come to haute couture with
the idea of perfect compassion, mercy ... about which we have been told for two thousand
years ... and we do not have, love - a motto assumed .. the fact that they are inspired by the
common man, these moral beliefs, therefore, are anti-system to haute couture, but I think
this is precisely what gives it originality.
I have very briefly stated this creed of her life, because it is very important to see that we
have to deal with a very strong personality, with some very firm beliefs. Indeed, he is a
perfectionist, a person to whom every detail does not escape, because for a true artist,
nothing has to be a fruit of chance, and, I would conclude with a quote from her personally,
in which she says: << ordering thoughts must be at the suggestion of emotions >>. "

By Mihaela Varga, Art Critic

" This weekend passed unfortunately so quickly and it was so cool, because it was full of fashion! It was
time for Athens Xclusive Designers Week! One of the shows that I enjoyed was Carmen Emanuela Popa,
new designer, who actually won the Best Catwalk Award. Army style is undeniably one of the latest trends.
These garments were in military colors, some of them had also military fabrics and all of them were
combined with lots of tulle. Interesting catwalk! "
Fashion Circus Athens
" Best Catwalk Award for the spectacular military designs Carmen Emanuela Popa, who could be going to
work through a full scholarship from AKMI. Or rather will help the evolution of IVT ... "
"Her clothes Carmen Emanuela Popa, certainly deserved the award as made reference to an own style,
combining modern fashion, but also with prominent elements of creativity. The show had a theme like the
army, the military look that we all love at times, but in a fresh perspective that we liked very much. The
consistency of presentation was remarkable in contrast with some other show we saw inconsistency.
Carmen Emanuela Popa Spring / Summer 2013
Specifically in the show by Carmen we saw much tulle dresses and very short volume from the waist down.
We particularly liked the combination of the army look that hints at a more masculine style with tulle so
that opened downward into ballerinas made reference to. Fantastic combination and contrast which one
stole the limelight. The top of the presentation was more strict with emphasis on the buttons and closed
neckline. The bottom was more girly and cute Camarillo create a mood. The shoes were also very
impressive, particularly boots were reminiscent in a way of army shoes but with a large heel to balance the
situation."
JOYWOOD

"Let's look at a few more things from the catwalk, with my look (Sorry that the photos are not technically
perfect). Carmen Emanuela Popa from Romania (winner of Best Catwalk Award) presented a gorgeous
collection based on the contrast between "hard" military and feminine softness of a ballerina.
The wonderful contrast appeared in forms and materials, which are able to "tie" beautiful.
Miss Bloom Athens
"I found this military ballet interesting, do you?
for me Emanuela Popa had one of the best new ideas in designing today, but unfortunately didn't win, next
time!"
PoshFashion
The military ballet theme was a very new, fresh and interesting idea to present as a new designer.
This new idea was based on the classic khaki for the army look, but unexpected volumes created this
different from the common result, that is why the "best catwalk" award was easy to get. I loved the oversized
skirts paired with military patterns!
Well done for this new idea!
PoshFasion

http://www.catwalkmag.com/gr/en/events/athens-exclusive-designers-week-ss2013/158/

http://btdfashion.blogspot.ro/2012/10/carmen-emanuela-popa-12th-athens.html

http://www.alfemminile.com/moda/album886224/il-meglio-di-athens-xclusive-designers-weekprimavera-estate-2013-22123273.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJZ3GNH4xv8

http://lookbookspot.blogspot.gr/2012/10/axdw-ss-2013-carmen-emanuela-popa.html

"Carmen Emanuela Popa was another designer who won prize and loud applause. The designer suggests
the military look in all its glory. Very khaki, beige, white and generally camouflage colors, combined with
elegant dresses, more thoroughly and more closings over playfully down. The tulle is one of the proposals
of the designer who tried to soften the rigor of the military using the ballerina charm, and of course she
did."
The K- Magazine

" The show gave by the young Romanian designer, Carmen Emanuela Popa in the capital of
Greece excited and surprised by an excellent and mature approach. Surprising opposition,
but remarkable effect, the camouflage-print materials and waves of tulle (a direct reference
to the statute of the ballerina) was the effect the designer relied on quite certain. Drama,
carefully emphasized was strengthened by show choreography, by a good styling control,
but especially by chosen music.
A designer who makes his international debut in strength, as confirmed by the "Best
Catwalk" Award, who should be watched very carefully because I have a strong intuition
that she can surprise us in a very pleasant way in the future. "
By Marian Palie - Fashion Editor

TESTIMONIALS
It is not just about attires. It is an art that makes you catch a moment, feel and embrace the beauty.
MERCEDES BENZ FASHION WEEK RUSSIA
To make the avant-garde in Russia is very difficult, but you did it!
ALEXANDER SHUMSKY – President, MBFW, Russia
Carmen is an anti-system artist, because she brings the average man into haute couture, and this
makes her work original.
MIHAELA VARGA – Art Critic, Romania
Although your works are conceptual, but you managed to do very wearable.
MIHAELA DEDEOGLU – Journalist RFI ROMANIA
The military ballet theme was a very new, fresh and interesting idea to present as a new designer.
This new idea was based on the classic khaki for the army look, but unexpected volumes created this
different from the common result, which is why the "best catwalk" award was easy to get.
POSHFASHION ATHENS
Carmen Emanuela Popa's collection combines several worlds across strong, very couture silhouettes
into rigid materials, reminiscent of Alexander McQueen's imaginings.
PARISMODES TV – Review MBFW Russia, Moscow
When you heard many horns, I stopped my car in front of your store, I admired showcase.
Mrs. E. LEROI – CUSTOMER
I wish for every customer who leaves from you with a piece of clothing, to feel what I feel now ...
Mrs. L. MANESCU – CUSTOMER
How are you, my favorite designer ..
CLARENCE VAN DER PUTTE – Former Lecturer Business Management at AMFI – AMSTERDAM
FASHION INSTITUTE
You are a visionary! Your work is very clear and definite, it is very feminine and you have a very
developed sense of proportion. The materials shine, the costumes are very strong but very sensitive
at the same time. You use silk, you make conceptual wearable clothing, if we look at Converse we see
changes in time, but there is only one thing that makes them original. That I want from you. I look at
the sample you are proposing, with silk and lines attached, in the quilting technique. The silk has
been exploited in various types throughout the history of fashion, with prints, relief structures, etc.,
but this is different!
Prof. MARIA BONIFACIC – IUAV UNIVERSITY, Venice, Italy

Girl you're so high, don't forget this ...
Prof. Univ. Dr. UNDA POPP – NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF ARTS, Bucharest
Your Project Presentatioan was extraordinary!
Prof. GABRIELE MONTI – IUAV UNIVERSITY, Venice, Italy
Carmen has very innovative and elaborate ideas. She is very good, intelligent and with a high demand
for her wonderful and very particular work.
MARIA MARIN, CATIA GIACON – Heads of Technical Department, IUAV UNIVERSITY, Venice, Italy
As full professor and director of the BA Program in fashion design at IUAV University of Venice, I like
to introduce Carmen Emanuela Popa. While at IUAV, Carmen works with a commitment to develop
her doctoral project with dedication and fun and it was a pleasure to work with her!
Prof. MARIA LUISA FRISA – IUAV UNIVERSITY, Venice, Italy
To take this amount of cultural history on board is no small task for Romanian designer Carmen
Emanuela Popa. We need a wind of change in the self seeking fashion world and that must come
exactly from such sources as folklore and places other than the Pan Western European fashion world.
SANDA MILLER – Journalist and Fashion Critic, London
Thus her new collection is not so much to do with the aesthetics of wabi sabi (imperfection)
celebrated by Yamamoto and the Japanese designers, but it is about loneliness, dislocation and a
peculiar savage beauty, as only Alexander McQueen understood.
SANDA MILLER – Journalist and Fashion Critic, London
If Yves Saint Laurent lived, he would have taken you by the arm and brought you to his atelier
immediately.
Arh. A. BERGAL – Paris Exhibition 2019
You should propose a capsule collection at Adidas, etc., many young designers have collaborated in
this way and not all of them had what you have […]
SOPHIE NEGROPONTES – Fondator, The Negropontes Gallery, Paris
A big thank you for this great exhibition you have offered us! ... I was seduced by your creativity, your
talent and your intellectual approach!
CARLA ARIGONI – President of “ Comité Municipal d'Animation Culturelle du 1er, Mairie 1 “, Paris

I really like the works. I find it very organic. You seem to be talking about the human (female)
body inside You make silk and fabric sculpture! - CHANGES Collection "
ILEANA CORNEA - Art Critic, Artension Magazine, Paris

